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Scare Tactic Backfires
by

•

Cynthia

Campus Security may hove
overstepped their jurisdiction,
sold Pot Hayes, the President of
Theta Chi Upsilon.
Hayes said that if the matter can
not be .settled in a peac6'ful
manner, then his fraternity may
press charges against a member
of the campus security force.
Hayes said that Vice President
and Deon of Students, Darryl
Haggie told him that certain
members of the campus security
force will get their ears burnt if
they are not careful.
The incident involves illegal
entry into the house of Theta Chi
Upsilon by
an
unidentified
campus security man and an
electrician, and the confiscation
of two fire extinguishers and ~ne
electric wall clock.
Hayes said the campus security
reported that all three Items
were stolen material. He also
said that the two fire extinguishers were purchased last summer
from Sigma Nu Fraternity without his knowledge that they had
been stolen. The clock came
with the house when they bought
it last summer.
This house,
which is now occupied by Theta
Chi Upsilon members, also had a
refrigerator and an oven in it
when they signed the contract.
Hayes reported that on Monday
at 9:15, Oct. 10, two unexpected

Smith

visitors come to the Theta Chi
house. Hayes said that the two
men claimed they knocked and
that no one heard them. This
included Jim Wallingford, a
house member, and a visitor
from Montana State.
The "visit" of the electrician and
the campus security man is
recognized by the college to be a
case of illegal entry.
This is
because they did not have a
search warrant.
Hayes said that the two men told
him their entry was to have been
a "scare tactic." This was in order
to uncover any other stolen
merchandise in their possession.
Hayes commented that he had
asked the President of Sigma Nu,
proprietors of the fire extinguishers in question, whether or
not these devices hod been
stolen by Sigma Nu members for
their use. Hayes then said the
President of Sigma Nu replied he
had no knowledge of what in his
house was stoJen and wbtlt was
not.
Hayes also said the two men
connected wHh the incident told
him an invited guest to the house
had reported to campus authorities that Theta Chi had stolen
goods in their house. This fact,
said Hayes, is what supposedly
explained the "visit".
Continued page 2.

Dorms Free To Set Hours
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Athletic ·R etreat Reaps Results
A major calendar revision, which
would call for spring quarter
classes to end in early May, is
one of about 45 recommendations to come out of Q weekend
Priest Lake retreat, AS vice
president Pat O'Donnell said
earlier this week.
About 40 persons including
faculty, students, administrative
heads and Board of Trustees
members met over the last
weekend to try and determine
othletic's place at Eastern and its
future role, O'Donnell said.

The BOT was quick in proceeding
to the proposed amendment
presented by Jeff Riddle, AS
president.
Included in the packet-presei:itation was the proposed change,
and a survey conducted last
spring regarding dorm hours.
The survey, consisting of nearly
700 studenls,_ yielded only. ~
votes favoring hour limitations
by the college administration.
The rest is history. After a very
brief discussion with some
students, and among themselves, the · BOT passed the
proposed resolution with ease.
Much like the change in the
liquor policy of last year, the
policy will go into effect winter
quarter, with all preparation
done in the fall.
Each floor will, by a two-thirds
majority vote, select their hours
and post them by the elevators.
The possibilities of visiting hours
are endless .... from one hour to
twenty-four, the choice will be up
to the floor.
Reaction to the approval of the
new policy was one of smiles and
happy voices.
And why not?
Come winter, there'll be a bit
more freedom on campus.
"It's a great step forward for
student responsibility .. . ".Jeff
Riddle, AS president.

"It falls .in line with all the other
schools...Hopefully this should
give students an incentive to stay
in the halls."-Fred Heinemann,
director of Auxilary Services.
"We supported it all the way, and
we will work closely with Jeff
and the dorms before winter
quarter. "-Marianne Hall, assistant dean of stude11ts.
"Students ore adults in every
other respect:-and I'm glad they
have the opportunity to develop
this type of responsibility now."·
Jim Morris, director of Streeter
Hall.
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partm~nt, also attended the the athletic department," Anderretreat and said he was excited - son said.
about it. He said he found out the
athletic departmnet was not O'Donnell said a good deal of the
responsible for the 50 cent work was ;ust beginning conchQrge at football games, but cerning th~ proposals m(Jde at
rather the AS": ~the retreat.
The mon in the midst of the
issue, Dr. Robert Anderson,
athletic director, said he was
quite apprehensive at first of the
retreat, but pleased afterwords.
"The recommendations were
very supportive and beneficial to
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He said those attending met in
Eastern's dormitory residents
discussion groups for a greater _ will have on opportunity to
part of the two days, and
express their fe~lings on dorm
covered such areas as ways to
life beginning on Monday, Oct.
make football pay for itself, the
12th during resident hall .v isitaimage of women's .athletics, the
tion, according to Fred Heinerole of minor sports, and the
mann, director of Auxiliary
deficiencies . in the present
Services.
athletic program.
Among possible solutions, O'Donnel said, was one to alter the
school 's calendar, which would
call for classes in the fall to begin
in early September, and the year
end in early May.
He said this recommendation
was about the only one to
receive support from ALL those
attending.

"I don't see the BOT's action as
synonymous with open hours ....
most floors, I feel, . will have
some type of closed hours. I'm
happy to see that the BOT has
recognized student moturity."Rick W e iher, director of Pearce
Holl.

Other recommendations included the number of games in
some sports, and cut back in
recruiting.

"It is my concern that this not be
viewed simply as a victory over
restrictions, but rather as the
taking on by students of genuine
interest and foresight in regard
to the impact upon individual
student lives. All social patterns
which become embodied in rules
or ref ected in mores are the
result of broadly-felt needs for
idelines or protections for
~uembers of society who may
need such help .. .l expect it to
ork because I believe students
; 0 h'ave this sense of social
responsibility."-President Shuck

One of these attending the
retreat, Dr. Daryl Hagie, said he
thought
the
process
those
attending
went through
in
reaching recommendations was
good, and everyone was generally well informed.
__
.
.
~so,
e got the 1mpress1on
most of the pe~ple at th~ retreat
wanted to continue the mter-collegiate athletic program fo~ men
and women, ~nd e~tablish a
source of funding which would
gu~rantee co~petitive teams in
ma1or and mmor sports.
Norman Boulanger, drama de-

Heinemann said that while the
visits are designed to bring
, e-stdents up to date on college
polides, such as the new billing

A MASCOT CHANGE • All the
Information you'll ever need to
make ,~ur id&u ~he muscoi of
EWSC.... but what about the
bricks? - page 3

Another
RECORD REVIEW
"groovy" column, guaranteeing
an In-depth critique, without the
usual scratches and needling. ·
page 5

He said if enough people follow
through with the necessary work
to iron out the proposals, and if
there is enough support for
' them, then some changes will
come about as a result of the
retreat.
nnnnn
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system and computer registration, they will be more interested
in "student input."
Heinemann said "we go to see
them, " because administration
representatives believe students
will be more respon~ive in their
"living rooms." Heinemann said
that they will be very interested
in possible solutions for problems s uch as open visitation and
roommate assignments.

ELECTION RESULTS · The Easterner brings you the pr!mcry
election results in the General
Election Ballot. page 12

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
PAGES 4 & 5
ISSUES AND OPINION
PAGES 6 & 7

NARCS ON CAMPUS - The topic
for this weeks student Interview.

WANT ADS PAGE 8
Russ Bethel, Easterner .~
r o:_v::_:i:n~g~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - epi:rrter, captu es canaia op nJon on this Important Issue. page 6
SPORTS PAGES 9 & 10

LILA AGAIN - Another epic tale
of fortune, as LIia hits the open
road with a thumb. • page 12

CROSSWORD PUZZLE PAGE 12

Page.'two, The Easterner, Thurs., Oct. 19, 11972- ,·
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I PAC-''Eastern Near Political Death''

lon Eastern's campus have been~I

:~.;recognized for the 1972-73 ~::
Academic year.
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year , which Eastern's A.S.
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(Last year's commission had few
science ere ,ts for the trip. IPAC ·~'.
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results.)
Membership in IPAC
con even help find housing there. •:•:
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b
t
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1:-:wor
gives each member school the
.
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..., e necessar d a t a on t hose still ::::
·•••
use of a "central file," which
This year, Miss Lang sa,d she •:::.
. t
~.
:::·
·!·.m
ex,s
ence.
·.·:
contains all the upcoming bills to . h opes to get more stu d ents
be discussed when Washington's
actively involved. "Many times," :=:~Those .clubs _that haven t been::::
legislature begins, on Jan. 1,
she mentioned, PAC efforts have ::::recognized will .n.o~ be allowE!d to::::
1973.
Also, it enables the
a direct influence on what ::::use college facilities o r be even f:::
happens to students here, like ::::sponsored by the college. The::::
member to use its name. Miss
our efforts to stabilize tuition. So ::::list of clubs, officers and other::::
Lang explained that without this
"name-dropping," each individmuch happens in the legislature 111\nec?ssary. informa!ion will be j~~~
that involves them.
: :::available in approximately three*:
ual school would not be able to
·····
••.
:•:•:weeks.
.•.:,
get things done as well, or be
·=·:.·;::::::::::::::::::::•::::;:::;:;:;:;:•:;:;:;:-:-:•:..:•:•:•:•:•:•:·:~·:•:•:•:-:--=•'
recognized as easily.
"That is why
wish more
students would really get in- '
Eastern's PAC sends two reprevolved.
PAC needs greater
sentatives each year to the
support from the campus to get
legislature to work for campus
things done. We need to know
issues. The representatives stay
how much they all feel about
in Olympia during the entire
issues."
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by Kathy Wilcox
" This campus is nearly politically
dead," stated Bonnie Lang,
executive co-ordinator of the
Inter-Collegiate Political Action
Commission here. "I would like
to help more Eastern students
become aware of the things
happening around us."
Miss Lang is one of five Wash.
IPAC members, but she is also
the director of the EWSC Political
Action Commission (PAC) . The
latter comm ission is the group
that is directly involved with
issues at Eastern-such as passing
the beer-on-campus bill, or the
equal rights for women amendment. IPAC works for issues that
may affect all five colleges in
general.

~
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Bureau Hosts Speakers
C. Eugene Huppin, a Spokane
lawyer who recently toured
Israel,
and
columnist
Jack
Anderson are two of the
personalities scheduled to speak
here by Eastern's . new Contemporary Issues Bur~au.
The Bureau, newly formed on
campus, was set up to give EWSC
students and faculty exposure to
contemporary social and political
issues. A $9,000 budget was
allotted to the bureau, which is
headed on campus by A.S.
Vice-president Pat O'Donnell.
Huppin, tentatively scheduled for
Oct. 31, is a young Spokane
attorney and former president of
Temple Beth Shalom in Spokane.
He toured Israel lost yeor, and

will speak about his impressions
at 11 :00 in J.F.K. Auditorium.
Also tentatively scheduled to
speak here is author Toreq Y.
lmoel, on associate professor of
Political Science at the University
of Calgary. His latest book is
entitled Arab Political Leh. He
wi II speak here November 7 at
11 :00 in the J.F.K. Auditorium.

Another issue the PAC intends to
work for is the stabilization of
out-of-state, foreign student and
regular student tuition. "I hope
that this year, we can really get
these things off the ground," she
added.

,
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History Club-Patterson Holl at
1 :00 in the lounge. The speaker
will be, "Ivon the Terrible."
"Seven Samurai," Kennedy Aud.,
50 cents, 3:00 and 7:30,
sponsored by the History Department.
AS Video Coffeehouse featuring
"Groove Tube" with l ive music
7 :30 in the PUB, FREE.
Chi Doll's party for Theta Chi,

8:00 at 422 4th Street.
October 20
John
Denver and Megan
McDonough
presented
at
Kennedy Pavilion, Gonzaga
University and KJRB sponsoring.
Tickets are on sale at the
"Groove and Shutter" in Cheney.

Eastern

GROUPS OR MUSICIANS TO TRY OUT
THIS WEEK AND NEXT
fOR A GIG Al THE

AUDITl"ONS AT 8:30,
MON. TUE. & WED.
FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION, SEE

ldentif ication

Appearing
Fri. & Sat.

"Two Lane Blacktop" again
playing in the PUB, at 8:00 for a
25 cents admission with 1.0.
card.

10 TO MIDNIGHT

October 23
Veteran 's Day, No Classes.
October 24
Tuesday Night at the Flicks
presents, "My little Chickadee,"
"Keystone Hotel," and "Creeps"
at 8:00 in the PUB, 25 cents
admission with 1.0. card presented at the door.

in the

l!:J,,uea?n ~oom

October 25
to

withdraw

from

- - - - - -- hi:r-co-n-ceTt is scheool-ed-for~ -- - - -- - -- ~-~- - -8 :00.

AS General Election.

European Art Poster, PUB
Gallery, sponsored by Washington Historical A ssociation.

College Life at 8 :00 p.m.
sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ.

October 21

"The Umbrella of Cherbourg"
1 :00 and 7 :30 Patterson 1057 .
Free, IMC Language De pt. Film
Series.

AS W eekender ·series presents
"Two Lane Blacktop," PUB,

BOB AND DAN
AT THE BEEHIVE!

October 22

Last Day
classes.

.

NEED A JOB??

8:00 p.m. 25 cents admission
with an
Card.

MEN'S

CHENEY

October 19
of
on
in
of

Hayes closed by saying this
question and the others concerning the incident will be answered
within the next two weeks.

415-FJRST,

Soon
Mr. Merv A. Chapman
HASKINS & SELLS, will be
campu s to interview majors
Accounting for the position
Junior A ccountants.

.
.
.
Another pressing issue ,s the fact
.
.
that
the fraterni
ty is. now without
.
,
fire protection devices and that
.
they obviously cannot be relmbursed for the two extinguishers
which o re now in possession of
campus security.

).

QUILTED NYLON
JACKE1S~$JO.
LEATHER AMERICAN

.

Jack Anderson, national syndicated columnist, is planned to
speak here next April. O 'Donnell
said he is also hopeful the
Bureau may be able to bring
Minnesota Senator Hubert H.
Humphrey here, and possibly
Senator Ted Kennedy or VicePresidential
hopeful
Sargent
Shriver.

·::::

Chi
One of the main issues at hand
presently, is whether or not
Campus Security.hos jurisdictio~
over the Fraternity of Theta Ch,
U. .
Th . f
. .
ps, 1on.
,s rotern,ty ,s not a
.
part of the campus, therefore ,s
out of range of Campus Security.

ACOUSTIC MUSIC BY

i------ -R-1-NGE.- ~
COME ON IN AND GET LAID BACK!
BRING YO UR I.D.
AND HONEY TO THE
BEEHIVE!

The' E8ste.,ner. Thur:s. ,Oct. . 1.9, il 172, Page1th,. . .

You've Got Alot To Give

Contest Rules
·set For lflascot

A desperate need for student
volunteers has just about reached its depth.

As of Foll Quarter 1973 a hew
mascot will become effective for
Eastern, replacing that of the
present 'Savage'. A contest is
being held by the A.S. to replace
the mascot.

Rap-In, the campus crisis clinic
and
information
center,
is
looking for volunteers interested
in helping others help themselves.

The
proposed
change
was
brought about last spring when
the Board of Trustees decided
that the
mascot was
too
demeaning to the American
Indian. All around the country
different institutions were
changing their lpdian names. ·
'T he local Indian tribes were
divided on thiit thought. They
didn't think that "savage" was
necessarily a degrading term
towards the Indian excepting for
the Indian symbol.

Functions provided through this
phone-in service for students
are:
Crisis intervention, drug
information, financial problems,
personal problems, campus
problems, rumor center, and
community resources.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN to th••• 1avage-de1lgn bricks when a new
mascot is cho1en? This ls lu•t one of the problems that become more
and more apparent as time grows short for the savage mascot reign.
Results of the primary will be
announced at the beginning of
Winter 'Quarter, at which time
ballots will be sent to the.alumni
for final voting. They must be
returned by the general election,
. held the fifth week of Winter
Quarter 1973.
Students and
employees will cast their final
ballot during Winter Quarter.

At their next .meeting the Board
of Trustees decided that they had
acted too hastily and decided to
reinstate the mascot, 'Savage'.
They then asked the college to
form a mascot committee. The
student legislature voted and
supported the first action of the
Boord.
The tommittee was
formed and Mel Addington was
chosen as chairman.

ANT ADS
35C Per Line

359-7172

All entries should have a· written
statement why they chose the
name submitted, so that in case
of a tie the committee can decide
on o winner. Hopefully there will
be prizes in the form of
scholarship;, athletic passes,
etc., that will be awarded to the
winner.
No member of the
committee nor their immediate
family are eligible for any prizes
resulting from the contest. The
final decision will be made by ·
the Board of Trustees.

Entries should be sent in with a
written statement for the mascot
chosen. They will be accepted
until 5 p.m., November 1, 1972.
They should be addressed to,
"Mascot Contest, EWSC".
The
committee will have the sole
responsibility of reviewing the
names and rationale. By Nov. 22
they will have reduced the list of
names to 12 or less.

So, act your rap and show others
where your heart really lies by
getting involved in volunteer
action.

AND SEE l·E YO·U ARE REALLY GETTING
ALL YOU WANT IN A COLLEGE EDUCATIONl

*********A****A*A******
* ***** **** *******.... ... ~

*

HALLOWEEN
DECORATION CENTER

f9Po~- ~}

*!
~

*)t
**
**
*
~
**

:

*Black cats
*Masks
*Costumes

..

Many openings ore available in
fields such os : tutors for slow
learners ; aiding the mentally
retarded ; helping the old age ;
and many more, in the Cheney
and Spokane areas.
Those
interested in finding out where
they can be helpful con'tact: The
Campus Volunteer Bureau at
359-7905 in Monroe Hall.

CAlL 235-4542 OR FA 6-9466

*

235-4911

THE
CAMPUS
VOLUNTEER
BUREAU, an organization coordinated by Eastern students
with leads as to where volunteers are needed.

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY

)t

Corner of 1st .& uf''

KOINONIA HOUSE, the campus
freak squad, are interested in
experienced volunteers or
trainees who are willing to talk
to students in need. The Freak
Squad goe!'i out to the students

If the drug user is caught while
under the care of the Freak
Squad, no testification will be
given for court use. For those
interested in helping others coll
Cathy Logan at 235-4085.

Alpha Kappa Psi

A primary election will be held
Nov. 29. Thos'e eligible to vote
Names already in use by other
colleges ore: Pirates, Mission~ill be: those students registered on that date, alumni and · aires, Wildcats, Vikings, Knights,
Coyotes, Pioneers, Boxers,
employees.
Students and
Mountaineers, Bearcats. Wolves,
employees will participate in an
Owls, Warriors, Red Raiders,
on-campus election while the
Bulldogs, Loggers, Falcons,
alumni will participate through
Grizzlies, Huskies, Beavers,
absentee balloting, with the
deadline of Dec. 15.
Ducks and Cougars.

VARIETY

Two, three, four, or five credits in
psychology on a pass-fail basis
are offered.
If the idea
stimulates you to further investigation or motivates you to join
the ranks, contact Rondi Holl in
the Counseling Center, room 208
in Mortin Holl, 359-2366, 10-4
doily.

experiencing bod trips or what
have you. They ore equipped
with insured cars to toke those
necessary for hospital care.

VOTE

*
*
:

*
**
*
*

JIM
A.S. LEGISLATIVE

*

**
~
*
**
*
*

*I*

~~ }* i~

*
*
:
t*~***************:
~
**
~*******************
*

****~* ****AA****A**********
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ARTS and ENTERTAINMENT

by Maureen lynch
Some of you may have gotten a preview or curious glimpse of
"Groove Tube" Tuesday in the PUB. The complete video tape will be
shown tonight at 7 :30 in the PUB as the first part of the AS
Coffeehouse.

,..
I

.(

THE FRINGE Dan Beamer and Bob Mitchell, appearing tonight, AS Coffeehouse In the PUB at 7:3~

If live music is more appealing and stimulating to you, "The Fringe",
performers of their own, originally written music, are also featured
the same night. They use a variety of guitars and play a variety of
music along with their own; Cat Stevens, Moody Blues, Bee Gees.
After being together five years and playing the California circuit, Dan
Beamer and Bob Mitchell, have settled in Cheney and into just
playing for people who listen and enjoy music.

FILM DEBUTS
"Two Lane Blacktop" wil l be shown this weekend for those who avoid
the three-day-weekend rush or just have nowhere else to go. For
those gone, missing this film will be their loss.
Singer Jomes Tayior, as a driver of a hop;,ed-up Chevey, and Beach
Boy dn!Jmmer Dennis Wilson, as Taylor's mechanic, enter a
cross-country contest to Washington D.C. with Warren Oates, (known
as "G.T.O."), driving a flashy orange Pontiac.
The film is as interesting seeing how they go about not making it,
besides seeing Taylor and Wilson for 102 minutes for 25 cents.

REDDY'S READY
Helen Reddy, "I am Woman", is also a very pregnant woman. As the
call of nature is always stronger than that of duty, her scheduled
homecoming concert appearance has been cancelled. Mac Davis will
still perform as previously scheduled along with his own front act,
replacing Helen Reddy.

The
Homecoming
'72
Queen contest opens next
Tues. Oct. 24. The rules
have been established and
are as follow:
ELIGIBILITY--Any female
member of the EWSC
Associated Student Body.
SPONSORING--Any recognized organization or organized living group. Any
qualified candidate with a
petition of
25 names
submitted to the AS office.
The deadline for candidate
applications is Nov. 1, 12
noon, in the AS office.
Elections will be held Nov.
8, results determined by a
simple majority vote. A
queen and two princesses
will be announced and
crowned at the dance on
Nov. 9.

PAT

CITY
.....
_.__
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MOVIE
Place: PUB
Date· Sat . Sun .
·oct. 21-22
Time: 8 pm

25C

POINT TO PONDER
Complaints outnumber solutions on Eastern's campus in respect to
activity deprived students. There are a few things to consider before
reaching another bitter conclusion.
Please note the following fact and think about it: Football was
budgeted this year for approximately $22,000 (fall quarter), as
compared to approximately $32,000 for AS activities (fall, winter,
and spring) .
Besides .Eastern 's commuting factor and infamous "suitcase" college
reality, most students would rather slurp and burp beer on the
weekends, enduring the agony of alcohol later, than to support moi::t
campus sponsored activities. The problem is too interrelated and
complex to define in one clear shot here, but worth thinking about
before talking about it.

A Prettier Trash Can :
" This is an art exh ibit? "
"I tho ught it wa s a store room ."
" I don 't know.
ju st never
thought of a shopping bag as
a rt."
These w ere a f ew of the
comments heard in the Art
Building. Th e commoti on wa s
o v er a controversia l n e w ex hibit.
The exhibit, ope n 9 - 5 thr_ough
Nov. 8 , i s a coll ection of jars,
boat float s, a lamp, chess set,
toys arid other e ve ryday commercial items.
Only two t h ings are unusual, a
large red ka iak in th e middle of
the floor and that a ll thi s i s a n art
exhibit. The one thing th ey have
in common is that th ey ore all

_plastic. The exhibit shows what
commercia l interests have al ready done with plastics in the
way of functional artistry.
" I'd like to mak e p eopl e aware of
a r t when they are buying. Of
course, you will try to get the
best tool for th e job, but try to
get th e tool that wi ll look good
a s well a s perform ," exp lained
Dr. Thomas .
If commercial interest s can come
up with tool s that are as p leasant
to look at as to u se who knows
what will b ecom e of an artists's
work. With th e new concept of
using p lastic as art material and
Dr. Thomas ' ideas who knows,
perhaps w e wi II hove a pretti er
trash can soon .. ! hope so, mine
needs all the hope it can get.
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The Pl a y Thal St i ll ed The Jocks·
by Rob Reed
The drama de partme nt will b e
doing " On The Side Of The
Ange l s" thi s Nove mber.
The
story behind the play is almost a s
interesting as the play itself.

BY Rob Reed
SEVENTY SECOND BRAVE
Keef Hartley Band

Performance: Fair

Deram XDES 18065

In the early 1950's the drama
department at the University of
Wash. wanted to have a new
theater. They had collected the
bulk of the needed money and
all they had to have from the
school was a small sum to tidy it
up and the permission to spend
their own money.

Recording: Good

This a'lbum will be a Godsend to all Beer 'n Boogie freaks, other than
that it's fair. The problem is that there is nothing new or innovative
about it. All the numbers are tight but the arrangements are
standQrd and rather stale.
If they ever g';t.t out of the rut they are in now they might really
amount to som'ething. The band has good control and at least one of
the songs shows promise. "You say You 're Together Now" . As it is
now this is the stuff 1980 Muzak is made of.
NUTRINO NEWS NETWORK -

Performance: Gentle Insanity

·Unfortunately, the school was
too busy buying athletes and the
equipment for them to worry
themselves over something as
petty as the arts.

Marshall Efron
Polydaor PD 5029
This has got to be the mellowest comedy album I have ever heard.
None of the wild cacophony that seems to accompany all the new
comedians.
Marshall Efron, of course, is the man who helped PBS's The Great
American Dream Machine win an Emmy the first year it was on the
air. Marshall himself is a fat jolly Ralph Nader. He also helped The
Great American Dream Machine get canceled after its second year .
by lampooning products mode by the people who support public
television.

Glenn Hughes, a professor in the
drama department, decided to
do something about this. He dil
and in a big way, he wrote " On
The Side Of The Angels" a lively
satire on the arts vs. athletics.
The play is about a small town ,

Hill sdal e, Ohio, that in herits over
a millio n dollars from one of its
e x-res idents. The wi ll st ipulates
that t he mayor, school superi nte ndent and editor of the t own's
n ew spaper de cide how the
mon ey will be use d .
The scene starts whe n the whole
town gets into the act o f
recommending where the money
should go. It runs the gamut
from memorial chapels to pingpong tables. Finally, the schoo l
super intendent and the coach
come up with the perfect
solution
to
k e ep
everyone
happy.
Build a new footbal l
stadium!

demand a bigger raise. After
this, things really start going
around.
The ploy was produced for the
fi rst t i me in A u gust of 1952 and
was cal led back by popular
d e m and in Ja nuary and February
of 1953, playing six more weeks .
After its second run U. of W.
· qu ietl y gave the d rama department t he e xtra m on ey it needed
and p ermi ssion to sp end what it
already had.

The coach, Herman J. (Pinky)
Sanders, is one o f t hose "Hail ,
fel lows, well met" type that t alks
like h e just stepped out of one of
the Hardy Boys books. He runs
through t he worn lines t hat al l
coaches memori ze about how
football boys morally and physically to be t he lea ders of
tomorrow. How a good team
would put this town on th e mop,
m eaning of cours e, getting him
better puhlicity so he might

V OLQ~{3
II

The album itself goes after everything from soap operas (Love of
Love) to adventure heroes {The Case of the Missing Nutrino featuring
Captain Privilege and Peter Patriot). The folks from Abysmo, New
Jersey won't like this one.
DEVOTION - John McLaughlin

A BOOKSTORE &

POETS WORKSHOP

Performance : Slipshod

Douglas 4 KZ 31 5688

W605 1st Ave
2ND CITY

Recording: Fair

This album is one of those bright record executive ideas. "Hey, listen,
John 's selHng now so let's get something new on the shelves quick..''
.,
This album is just not good Mclaughlin. One of the biggest problems
with this album is Buddy Miles. While Miles' group is exceptional at
times, Buddy Miles himself couldn't drum good enough to get in a
high school band. Let alone keep up with someone like Mclaughlin.
The high point of this album is when it's over.

.

w, ndy -wo:x:t •

curtis

tn1Zy~r •

If you want to hear some good Mclaughlin {and it's worth it!) g e t
"Extrapolation" by John Mclaughlin or eve n better "The Inner
Mounting Flame ." John M claughlin and the Mahavishnu Orchest r a.

BUMP CITY - Towe r of Powe r
Warn e r Bros. 2616

Pe rformance: Boogie
at it's best
Re cording: The best
str,o ios .. r.lestuuriont:s .

Tower of Power is one boogie group that is worth listening to. The
tightness on "You Got to Funkifize" and "Down To The Nightclub" is
phenomenal. Everything is so sharp you will have no proble m picking
out any section. Which says a lot of the group and the re cording.

bo u ti ques .. c ua,=t:c.uouks

&t moue . . . the tor..vcus o,=

2ND C!lTY

On the slowe r numbe rs the ir harmony is almost ide ntical to that of
- the eOT-1<; -lmp-re-ss iorrsor th-e- F-o-urTo-p s:-ln G-omr"; <rs-ong-wri tte n by
Adams a nd M esquite in mem ory o f M esquite's wife , Greg A dams
does a fluge lhorn solo that would be hard to disting ui sh from
a nything by G ill espi e.

Tlil:
W.4~1)~0131:
~ T~U,-.~- ~
6()~W.11t

nise oboo e the Le ocl o,=

Spokon , Woshinnton.

~ n te n the RUte s ot
ono H or..uauo.

T he Exorcist
BOO K REVI EW

by Rob Reed
Few thin gs in t his w orld really
tick m e off but o·ne of the m has
to be a writer who doesn 't k now
h is m a t eria l.
Lately we have been in a f lood of
books about demonolog~ and-or
psychic p henomena. Most of
these writers 1, {a nd I use the
term for lack of anythi ng e lse) ,
research into t he study has gone
abou t as far as grandma's
bedtime stories.

possesion. Besides w r iting a fine
st o ry Bl atty k new d e mon ology,
psychology a nd the Catho l ic
p re reqU'isit es
and
ritua l
of
exorcism .

~ MORELAN

~

The b ook is a gr eat shock er and
o n e of t hose si lly t hin gs th at
scares you enoug h to decide to
leave on the n ightli ght - just for
fun. It isn't very often a · book
comes a long and rea lly takes
hold of you.

Blatty brings the demons into the
everyday world of cars, rent
payments and
sunl ight.
He
doesn't make h is charactors so
inane that they· stupid ly b l under
---+- - - - -•---c-:w7:a=sc--::ra
=1
=s"7"
ea1-=o=n--.-,,---,~.---.-o
~ ve
=-c=r=a~ - into-impossibJe-pr...e--d~ci-me-A.ts-bu.t
and Arthur Machen and hove the situa1ion is forced upon
been an amateur student in the
them.
field for about -f ive years. There
After a ll if your true love was
is on ly one book I have found
stupid enough to go into Count
lately that is in any way
Dracu la's castle do you really
acceptabl e.
think you would go in after her. If
you would you're a better man
The Exorcist by Wi lliam Blatty is
than me -· sucker.
a superlative account of demonic
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Postage Due
There are alot of people on campus with something
to say. Unfortunately, the problem with Eastern
students is that they spend most of their time
talking to no one but the wind .... or themselves.
Somewhere alonR the wav it has been forgotten
what outlets are available to voice their positive or
negative comments concerning the world, the
nation, the college, or even the articles and the
policy of the newspaper itself.

As of today, I have received a grand total of three
_letters. These include the two printed in this issue,
and an anonymous poem.
What better way could I have to guide the paper in
the direction that you, the students; want me to?
Such a meager representation is not to be admired.
Vocally, everyone is more than willing to throw my
way their two bits to say. But talk is cheap .... too
cheap.
To take the time, the thought, the -true concern to
write a letter to the editor is a characteristic that is
close to extinction on the Eastern campus.
My guidelines are at your fingertips.
I will
assume, however, that no improvements are
necessary, unless brought to my attention.

TOPIC: WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
NARCOT-C AGENTS ON CAMPUS?
JANICE NEUMAN, a freshman
from Kennewick, Wash. maforing
In Music said: "I think drugs are
· really dangerous and I don't ·
want to see anyone hurt on this
campus.
So whatever safety
there is to avoid someone
getting hurt, I'm in favor of.
Students have certain rights but
they also have certain responsibilities toward others."

-~--~

.

Send your letters to The Easterner, 2nd Floor Old
SUB, Room 205.
Ed Bruneau

Letters to the Editor
Dear Sir:
_ _ _ _ _ ____

Is it too much to hope .... at a time
~ en t ne Repul>lican- candidate
for the nation's highest office
refuses to debate the issues on
TV with the Democratic candidate .... when millions of doallars
of undisclosed funds are financing the Republican campaign ....
when White House pressures are
successful
in stymieing the
investigation of the Watergate
break-in ...... whe n a large majority of the notion's newspapers
are controlled by Republican
ownership ... that, in the little
college town of Cheney where
The Easterner has a "free hand",
you could somehow present both
sides of the issues of this
campaign, and not just the
ultra-conservative views of Joseph Alsop and Max Rafferty, as
seen in your recent issues?

Student:
Last Tues., Oct. 3, I lost a
- recorder on tf.e- mag1c bus.I
a graduation gift frorn
school, and I don't have
money to replace it.

...

MATT BISHOP, a lunlor from
Skykomish, Wash., malorlng In
I.T.V. said: "I personally don't
like the idea that "big brother is
watching." But there is no way
officials are going to stop using
narcs.
The use of narcs on
campus is more of a scare tactic
than anything. The only reason a
student gets caught for smoking,
popping or whatever is because
you are sloppy. Quit making
-your pastime a community
effort."

tap~
was- high
the
LUCINDA JOHNSON, a freshman
from Tacoma, undecided ·malor
said:
"It's unfair. I feel if a
Someone picked it up, and even
student has enough brains to
knowing it belonged to someone
come to college, he should hove
e lse, kept it. I guess students go
enough brains to know what to
to college to learn how to be like
do with his body. And when
high school students.
people get busted by other
students, it creates distrust with
You obviously kept something
other students."
lost, valuabl e, and personal. If
you listen to the tapes, did you
NEXT TOPIC:
WHO IS YOUR
set yourself up as judge, jury,
CHOICE
FOR
PRESIDENT
AND
and executioner; or has college .
WHY?
been a complete and disasterous
failure?
You may still get your degree,
but in my opinion you are
wasting your time. Please return
the recorder and tapes.

Sincerely,
Sincerely
Or. and Mrs. Frank Nicol
Donald A. Mogon, Jr.
AO MANAGER-DICK ST. JOHN-STAFF REPORTERS INCLUDE: Butch
Brown, Charley Countryman, Jill Harstad, Nola Leyde, Kerry Lynch, Robert
Reed, Georgene Sandbak, Cynthia Smith, Judy Sine, Kathy Wilcox, Leilani
Williams, and Leon Bowsky-Editorial Cartoonist-Pat Berry. The Easterner is
printed weekly except holidays, and periods immediately preceding holidays.
The Easterner Office is located at the Eastern Washington State Walter w. Isle
Me~orial Union Build!ng, College and G Streets, Cheney, Washington, and is
!lubt;shed by the Associated Students of EWSC. All editorial opinions expressed
,n The Easterner are those of their authors, where signed, or of The Easterner
and do not necessarily represent those of the Associated Students, the faculty o;
administration of EWSC.
'
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SCOTI HALLIDAY. a freshman
from Redmond, Wash. malorlng
In Psychology said: "Narcs
should be positioned in the city,
rather than on campus. Students
shouldn't be out to bust each
other but instead helping each
other.
Anyone out to make
money on the students by
busting them should be severely .
dealt with by the student body."
v;CKIE MUOTH, a lunlor from
Wapato, Wash. malorlng In
Marketing said: "A drug user
should be given a chance. I think
narcs should deal more with the
·pushers, rather than the drug
u·sers. "
ARTIE CISNEROS, a sophomore
from Seattle, rrtalorlng in Music _...,.______
said: "I don't think narcs should
be on the campus. I don't think
they have the right to toke
advantage of someone else's
enjoyment. Narcs as a purpose
to bust someone seem~ purposeless itself. Busting students
doesn 't rid a problem, if it is a
problem."
SHARON ANDERSON , a sophomore from L.A., Cal. maforlng In
'Polltlcal Science said: " I totally
disagree with narcs on campus.
It's an invasion of one's privacy.
It deprives students confidence
and trust in other students."
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THE
DR. MAX RAFFERTY
COLUMN
HELP SOUGHT MOVIE MOTIVES
This is an earnest call for help. I
have , a question that needs
answering.
I'm not being cute, an~ I'm not
'--~'--'---'--,....puiitng- yo-ur leg. l 'm-rlonesllypuzzled.
Here's a big, multibillion-dollar industry, fallen of
late upon hard times. It turns out
three kinds of products: Category No. 1 grosses 50 percent
less than does Category No. 3;
Category No. 20 percent less
than No. 3.
Yet, confronted with the obvious
and dollar-spangled success of
Product No. 3, our lackwitted
and not at all hypothetical
industry continues year after
year to concentrate on Product
No. 1. Now, even those of us
who are neither business tycoons nor captains of finance can
chart the future of an outfit like
this, and it's not a bright one. In
fact, it leads straight to the
bankruptcy court.

pictures. Why then, knowing all
this, have the other studios
opted for pornographic bankruptcy?
Here are the facts as of a few
months ago:
X-rated movies
gross 50 percent less than G and
GP movies, while R-roted films
gross 20 percent less. In other
words, every time a studio
launches a dirty movie onto the
stormy seas of customer acceptance, it knows in advance that
it's going to sell only half as
many tickets as a clean one
would.

'WAIT FOR THE DRUM-ROLL. • •

I

MATTER OF FACT BY JOSEPH ALSOP

My question: "Why make dirty
movies at all?"

DENNIS IN HAMTRAMCK
But if our experience as the most
highly industrialized nation in
the world has taught us anything
at all, it should be that you don 't
get rich merely by producing and
selling a
cheap· article of
merchandise.
You have to
constantly increase your market
and enlarge your gross; otherwise all you get are a couple of
fast and highly temporary bucks.

The business l,'m talking about is
the American motion picture
industry, once so affluent, of late
so ragged and rickety. Over the
years, it found out that "family" 1--The movie industry is delibmovies were the ones which erately trying to get out of the
lured the public into the cinema business of making pictures, just
houses with the greatest fre- as the railroad industry is trying
quency
and
the
maximum to get out of the bus·iness of
regularity.
The Andy Hardy carrying passengers.
films, the Dr. Kildare series, the
Charley Chon movies, even ·the 2--The moviemakers during the
Rin-Tin-Tin flicks of the Roaring late Sixties all had their smart
Twenties--these were the meat · tonks run dry at the some time.
and potatoes which kept the Mass softening of the brain may
great studios olive and healthy. be a more clinical way of putting
it.
During the Sixties, the three
box-office smashes were "Sound 3--The producers and directors
of Music," "Mory Poppins" and hove simply decided that wal"My Fair Lady." Not a pervert or lowing in the muck is more fun
a pot-puffer in the lot.
More and less work than making good
recently, there is "The God- films, even if mass occupational
father," which bids fair to starvation turns out to be the end
become the biggest cinematic result of such carrying on.
moneymaker of them all.
Whatever else may be said about Of the three, I prefer Explanation
it, it's not X-rated.
No. 1 . BC!sed on what I know of
the Hollywood smut salesmen,
however, I'd have to bet on No.

And as everyone knows, the
Disney people extract annual 3.
fortunes from willing _ theater \
.
.
goers who flock with their
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times
families to see clean motion

HAMTRAMCK, Mich.--lt was a
holiday afternoon, and
the
Detroit Tigers were playing a
crucial game. So it may have
been understandable that the
costly, glossy Republican storefront on Hamtramck's main drag
was closed and dark. All the
some, the McGovernites' sordid
V(alk-up was open for business
with a fair number of young
people hard at work.
In the midst of this small junior
beehive of amateur politicians
was Dennis Neuner. Dennis is
the 25-yeor-old son of a Detroit
seafood merchant, pleasant
looking, blond haired and seeming younger than his years. But
he is already something of a
veteran of the political wars.
He "got into this last December"
--"this" meaning the McGovern
movement--and before that, in
1970, he worked for Sen. Philip
Hart. Between whiles, he goes
to graduate school.
For
the
present,
however,
Dennis' main concern is Michigan's eastern Wayne County,
comprising 600,000 people in oil.
He now commands seven fulltime, paid staff officers and
1,400 McGovern volunteers of
varying degrees of industriousness.

Dennis and his youth corps have
just started telephone canvassing ofter finishing a reasonably
successful drive for voter registration.
Given Homtramck's
1968 vote, their f irst returns
have been ominous.
The admitted Nixon vote is
generally very low.
But the
McGovern vote is way, way
below what Hubert Humphrey
got four years ago.
And the
allegedly undecided vote--meoning mainly lifelong Democrats
who
cannot
stand
Sen.
McGovern--is really enormous.
At a guess, Hamtramck should
go Democratic by about 3 to 2,
instead of 8 or 9 to 1 as in the
past.
"I've already found out notional
, elections are nothing like primaries or senatorial elections,"
Dennis said ruefully.
''I've
learned a lot of other things, too.
But I guess every l ittle bit you
learn comes in useful someday."
The truth is that Hamtramck is
mainly worth a report, not
because of the possibility of a
fairly horrendous drop in the
customary Democratic majority
but mainly because of Dennis
Neuner.
These McGovern
people you meet out in the states
and districts, to begin with, seem
to differ as much as cheese from
chalk from the squobblin,g prima
donnas in the McGovern national
headquarters.

Hamtramck. where he has his
headquarters, also sums up
Dennis Neuner's problems. This
overwhelming ly Polish enclave
in Detroit went 4,to-1 for Gov.
George Wallace aga inst Sen.
McGovern in this year's primary.
Some of the results are pretty
funny, such as t he near fatherand-son relation bet ween Don
Tucker and wise but casehardened veteran Democratic
satrap in Connecticut, John
Bailey.
But the main thing is that
whether the immediat e resu lts
ore funny or sad, you hove a lot
of
able,
decent,
politically
int erested. younger men and
women learning the hard way
about what grass-roots politics is
really like.
Without regard to the McGovern
cause, this is an exciting thing to
see. And whatever happens in
the election, it will do good in the
end.
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times
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Enro//n,ent ·Increases
that will serve a broader range
of students and create a variety
of study patterns, Dr. Shuck said.
The stabilization of the enrollment is a positive response to
these efforts. They have established extension enrollment in
other cities to encourage enrollment so that the course can be
offered
in
your
hometown
instead of having to drive to
Cheney.

Enrollment is up this year due
mostly to curriculum changes,
said De lbert Liljegren, EWSC
registrar.
For the first-time
freshman count is down this year
but the students returning from
last spring , the part-time students and the graduate student
counts are up.
Enrollment this year is up from
6 .618 last year to 6,775 this
year,
an
increase of
157
students. Last fall quarter, they
had 216 students returning
co m pared to this- yem with 665
returning.

The I.K. fraternity is a service
organization which hos been
functioning for 47 years throughout the country. Chapters from
this organization are meeting to
hash over issues and policies.
One of the main issues will be
whether or not to QO co-ed nation
wide. - T he convention ~
a
prelude to the I.K. national
convention.

TOMAHAWK ABDUCTED
Intercollegiate Knights, reviving
a forty-seven year old tradition
of carrying the Tomahawk to
Eastern 's
sport
events,
encountered an unexpected twist
of events this weekend. While at
an after game gathering IK from
throughout the Northwest, the
Tomahawk was kidnapped by
several members of the OCE
football team.

The freshman count is down from
l ,069 last year to 94 l this year.
Transfer students ore down with
906 this year compared to 1, 181
this year. Graduate student
count is up considerably this year
from 398 last" year to .. 803 this
year.
Enrollments across the nation
are lower in most colleges. For
the past five years Eastern's
faculty has worked for changes
'

The Tomahawk, an oversized
conglomeration of wood, marble, and chain, was made in 1925
to serve as a symbol for the
Savages. Entrusted to the IK, this
appearance at an Eastern sport
event was its first since 1966.

More Than A
Place To Live
" In the Tenants Union, people
are our business, " stated Dianne
Kidney, Tenants Union Director
and Internal Affairs Advisor,
" This year, we intend to do more
for the student than just find him
a place to live."

The Intercollegiate Knights, with
the help of other IK chapters
from Humbolt State and OCE,
regained the Tomahawk three
hours ofter its disappearance.

WANT ADS

The basic purpose of the Tenants
Union, Miss Kidney explained,
was to help EWSC students (and
faculty) find housing off campus.
Apartments con be located by
the Union in either Cheney or
Spokane.
But this year, the
newly-appointed director said,
the goal of her office is to
provide many other additional,
unprecedented services.
One ~uch service will be a "gripe
session," in which both apartment managers and students can
get together and air both their
complaints and suggestions.
Miss Kidney said she felt a
session like this " would help
bring about a better relationship
between
managers
and
students, and perhaps make
apartment living more satisfying
for both. "

Intercollegiate Knight Chapters
from Wash., Idaho, Ore ., and
Calif. will
hold their area
convention Nov.
17-19. The
event is scheduled to take place
on ' the Eastern Campus, in
Potterson Hal I.

RN OR APN: Apply to student
Health Center, or Coll 235-6153
FOR SALE : 8' x 23' Trailer. $900.
Sofa that makes into bed $15.
235-8374
'WANTED:
Sewing-all
Janelle Curtis 235-4616

kinds.

ROTC CADET'S going through various water survival maneuvers to
qualify for Ranger School at Fort Benning, Ga., Only two or three
·candidates make the grade . based on several areas of competition
and military allocations for the nine week course.

Options Defined
" Evidently people are behaving
themselves this year". That is
what AS Vice President Pat
O 'Donnell said referring to the
fact that the A.S. Superior Court
has handled no cases so far foll
,I
quarter.
The Superior Court, made up of
seven student justices, deals
with constitutional
questions
from the AS legislature and
appeals from the residence hall
courts.
Residence hall tourts make up
the first level of Eastern's judicial
system and handle violations of
specific dorm policies. These
" specific violations " include all
forms of dishonesty, violation of
rules relating to alcohol, and the
usual coed dorm problems--boys

.taking showers with girls, etc.
If a dorm student commits a
" crime" , it is first reported to the
dorm director (usually by a
resident advisor) who consults
with Asst. Atty. Gen. of that
dorm. Next, the AS Atty. Gen.
sJeps in and he advises the
student to either take his case to
the dorm court or to the AS
Superior Court. Dorm courts
have the authority to impose
minor disciplinary sanctions
which may consist of merely an
oral
admonition,
disciplinary
probation, or a fine up to $50
maximum.

James Bond, Eastern Chapter
president says, "Visitors ore
welcome to
come
to
the
meetings and
observe
discussions anytime during the
convention.''

he can appeal, ultimately, to the
college president.
The officer may also dismiss the
charge ofter counseling with the
student, or he may refer the
student to specialists in the case
of emotional disturbances. In all
cases, the student has the right
to
appeal
to
the
college
president. The Disciplinary Officer is responsible for seeing
that imposed sanctions are
carried out.
Of course, the student always
has the option of taking his case
directly to the civil authorities.
O'Donnell said that the majority
of cases dealt with violations of
dorm visitation hours. Now that
the Board of Trustees has
decided to let each dorm set
their own hours, this will no
longer be such a problem.

If a student is not happy with the
decision of a dorm court or of the
Superior Court, he may appeal
his case to the College Disciplinary Committee, which consists of
five students and five faculty. If
he does not like their decision,

OUL IS FEELING DEPTH, the ability
to reach someo~e. Its being a
part of what today is a{I about.
Its not cool to be Negro or Jewish
or anything else. Its just cool to

1

be ialive, to be around.

ARETHA FRANKLIN

The Tenant s Union has already
made some changes in area
- -- ---------...r,..,e..,.n~,t...,o~ls;- 0tJe- to-eomplai-n ts-sh
received about the high costs,
Miss Kidney suggested to one
local apartment owner that he
lower his rent. He _!jid-and his
apartments are full.

Dance from 9-1:30 to
--a--n-~rK-1-AD- H-0-rse - 0 ct. 2 0

Memphis Three- Oct. 21

I
YOUR BEST BET FOR ·B.B. Q'D
CHICKEN & RIBS!

9-5 MONDAY-FRIDAY

*WOMEN'S
HAIR CUTTING
"The Tenants Union can really
provide useful services," Miss
Kidney mentioned, " and any
extra help we have will make it
even b e tte r! "

2nd Floor - PUB

ER RO RITE™

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

~RNIE & SHERRE

-------------·

••• • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • Cliooina Call Critical
.

CB@~lJ@CrGJ®C?
SPORTS
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Savages Lose on Mistakes

The Eastern football team went
down to defeat again last
Saturday, losing 13 to 6 to
Oregon College of Education, a
key ingredient in the defeat a
disputed clipping penalty committed by Arnie Moore that
nullified o touchdown in the
fourth quarter.

SV: NORM TAYLOR

The Savages sustained their
_ _ -'------- _s econd_ stroio_ht league defeat,

It is Sunday morning. The lights ore low and the room's occupants, in
the main, asleep. Suddenly the room is- illuminated with flashes of
true green and true gold. It Is soon realized, after perhaps a
half-an-hour, that the bright colors are a part of what once was an
American pastime's pastime--the World Series.
Sharp-breaking curves and barely visible fast balls are evident--they
come from a tall and hairy phenomenon by the name of Jim Hunter,
of green-and-gold hue. Disbelieving batters take their turn at being
frustrated by the "old-time" lookihg hurler.
_
l:lnLE GLEE

The pastime Is well attended, if not well received. Scarcely a note of
glee is sounded, the silence obviously indicative of pain. Seated
nearby in a box seat is a white-haired, mostly bald man, who is
gleeful. He is the architect of this triumphantly quiet scenario, and
couldn't be more pleased with the lock of noise.
He is Charles 0. Finley, the sometimes outlandish, always
independent owner of the Oakland Athletics, the ' mod team that
closely resembles old-time teams like the Cincinnati Red Stockings.
Of course, few of us today know or can recall much of those
pre-Christy Mathewson days of baseball. But the photos remain.
Finley hos reincarnated a team from the good old 1890's, a rollicking
group that has good pitching, superb defense, and hits like it was the
deadball era. But they hit enough, enough to beat the modern era's
better hitters, the Cin~innati Reds. The Reds, sadly for them, have
marginal pitching, no match in a short series for Blue Moon, Vida
Blue, Ken Holtzman and the Catfish, three of whom are members of
the As' no-hitter achievement club.
F.INLEY CONTROVERSIAL

Finley is a controversial man, a less than popular man in Kon.sos City
from whence the As moved five years ago. Few remember, although
those that do have bitter memories, a Finley visit to Seattle in 1967,
the first step of what it was thought .by many would be the move of
the As to Seattle.
Fin ley all but signed the papers. But sometime after his plane lifted
off from Seattle, Finley changed his mind. The move was to Oakland,
where the As have been greeted with lackadasical fan support--until
last Sunday _n ight, when they w ere met by a cheering throng
following the As triumphant return from Cincinnati.
Finley, his own general manager, changes field managers often. He
may keep Dick Williams for a while, if for no other re ason, the fact
that Williams has been like a tenth man in the field in the Series,
making frequent trips to the mound.

a

Seriously, Williams has done
fine job, just as he did in Boston,
where he took the lowly Red Sox to the American l eague pe nnant in
1967. Finley, however, is unpred ictable. It must be recalled that
;---1-- - - ---i171
o"'
h'"n'"n~y~K~e-a-n-e;-now-clead,-teek- the St. Lou-is-Cof'-d.i.nols...to-0...c.o.m.ebocls_
National league pennant in 1964, and then to a World Series triumph
over the New York Yankees. He should have gotten a new contract,
right? Inst ead, Keane got the ax.

ELECT

Jim Wallingford
POS. #3
''EXPERIENCE ·COUNTS!''

(·1?tMe - ·P49e IOI .

despite limiting the opponent to
a paltry 42 yards through the air.
However, OCE's two touchdowns
came on passes by quarterback
Tom Horn of three and seven
yards.
GLINOEMAN MISSED

Eastern was without its starting
quarterback, Pete Glindeman,
sidelined because of a broken
thumb, and was forced to go with
fr.ashman signal-caller Dave Curtis. Curtis outdid Horn statistically, hitting on 10 of 21 passes
for 100 yards, but no touchdowns.
The offense could do little in the
first half, a familiar pattern for
the Savages in recent games.
Eastern finally averted a shutout
with about five minutes remaining in the game, going 65 yards
for the score, with Kelly Durgan
scooting the final three. Reserve
Durgan thus gained a measure of
redemption for a costly fumble in
the third quarter that set up the
second OCE touchdown.
VICTORY IN SIGHT'.

Obviously a victory was in
sight--assuming Gary Holmes
could convert the extra point, the
Easten defense could stop OCE
and Curtis could direct the
offense down the field for · a
score once more.
The first port of the assumption-the one with the most likelihood--failed to develop, as the
snap from center Scott Grabenhorst was awry. Holder Mike
Schuette, frying to salvage two
points, was stopped on an
improvi sed running play at the
one-yard line. No extra point and
a touchdown and two-point
convers ion .needed to win.
Eastern coach John Massengale
said later that Schuette did the
ngnf'lnmg--that hod he- resumed the holder position , the extrapoint kick would have been
nullified anyway .

I.C E .
Jobs Are Available . .. !
For FREE information
on studeµt assistance and
placement program send
self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, 1001
East Idaho St., Kalispell
MT 59901

'

- NO GIMMICKS -

AL'S·
CHEVRON
FOR
--- -- - -=-- - - - - - ' - - ~

HEADLIGHT

AIMING!

SAN-DWICHES

'FREE HORSE
SHOE PITS

Eastern needed a score, and if it Curtis, falsely blamed for the
was gained, would be then faced
fumble that set up the second
with a t his-or-that decision-- OCE score in one published
either kick with Holmes for a t ie,
report, ran the team as we ll as
or go for two some way for the
Massengale hod expected. But
win. It never got to that stage for
Massengale also said that he fel t
the Savages, although except for . Eastern would have token the
the Moore clip infraction on a
contest hod either Glindeman or
scoring punt return by Bobby
injured running star John O 'ConPicard of 80 yards after 'the nor been able to play.
Eastern defense forced a punt,
such a problem would have had McAlravy caught the second
fuucn ownpo ss - from ·Horn - as
to have been reso ve .
well , from seven yards out after
the Durgan fumble. Sometime
Massengale, two days later, said
he would hove gone for two.
punter and runner Garske also
Picard, normally known for his caught a game-high total of six
posses , for 58 yards .
pass reception stats and antics,
took the kick and breezed home.
So inst ead of being faced with
Massengale, less than happy
this-or-that, the Savages hod
with the ruling on t~e clipping
penalty that he didn 't think was a
only one goal in mind--getting six
points--which they failed to do.
clip on the Picard return, stated
that the official who cal led
FIRST MISCUE
Moore for the penalty was about
40 yards away from the play.
Another costly goof on the
According
to him, there were
Savages' part set up the OCE first
two
officials
less than five yards
score in the second quarter. Scott
Garske, Eostern 's fine punter, away from the scene of the
alleged infraction who did not
got a bod snap from Grabenhorst
call it.
and his blocking broke down.
Faced with the predicament of
PORTLAND DATE
either having his kick blocked or
being snowed under, Garske - The Savages hove a non-league
elected to try his hand at running
game this Saturday against
for daylight--a ploy that resulted
Portland State in Portl and, and
in an 11-yard loss back to the
hope that Cu rtis, with a game
Eastern 21 , givin g OCE excepunder his belt, can spa rk them to
tional field position, and a first
victory.
down and ten .
Horn proceeded to pass 18 yards
to Steve McAlravy, and once
again to him for the score,
garnering
half
his
passing
yardage for the day.

Portland St ate is the latest team
to beat the slumping Western
Washington State College Vikings, beating the 1971 Evergreen
champions 10 to 7 on a late field
goal.

· · Does your Bug
need a Fix?

N1eed a Spare ·Bug'?? See Manfred Duske
or Beau McKinney

German Auto
Service &· Parts
lA 8-2990 ·
~ N.2904
MONRQE

Specializing

i n Volkswagens

-

SPOKANE, 1NAS1:l l t>IGTOM

992()5_

Is THE DAIRY DELLI Really
Headquarters for Capt. fury?
IF NOT, WHAT IS 1·HE
MYSTERIOUS CARD CARRIED BY
·
ONLY A
SELECT FEW?
STOP IN &
Across From
Owl Pharmacy
FIND OUT
11 1 F Street
.FOR YOURSELF!

•'
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Flag Football C mmences
.
in Fall lntramur I Aciion
The flag football intramural
regular season began yesterday
with a full slate of eight games
played in the National league.

Larry Massengale

Mike Keck

Biff Jones

The American League will start
their regular season on Oct. 24. The deddline for entry into men's
A total of 30 teams are entered
and w~en's team competition
in flag football this year. Each
in : ollr ball is Nov. 3.
team will play a round-robin in
- - - - - - -the.u--di~ision,--0nd the wlnnea of_ Winter. I while ominous, will
hopefully ~ot holt- the- EWSC
each division will play for their
for the first-string linebackers.
league championship Nov. 16.
lntram ral Golf Tourney, to
At 5 feet 10, 180 pounds, Knight
is extremely aggressive and hits The winner of the league playoff
and dri er out of the closet and
hard. He is pushing hard for a
will gain a spot In the flag
enter t e event by Oct. 27.
starting role according to Mas- football championship finale on
More football
officials
are
sengale.
Nov. 21. A list of the teams is
neede , as well as officials for
given at
the
story's end.
the uJcoming volleyball and
NEWQB
Exhibition games for the flag
bosket~all intramurals. If you
footballers will be completed
would
like to become involved in
Quarterbacking is Curtis' claim today.
intrami l• rals, and earn some
to fame and EWSC gridiron
spendi
g money, contact the
backers wi II probably see him at The ladies hove their own
c~mpu
recreation off Ice in
the helm for the remainder of football thing going this year in
Room 50 or 252 in the physical
the season. Pete Glindeman the Powder Puff Intramural
educat on building.
football
league.
The
champ
from
broke his thumb in turnout lost
last year, the Dryden Dragons,
week and will be out of action
face
a challenge to their title
for about 6-8 weeks. Curtis is
from
four other teams--the
well poised
and
calm as
evidenced by his performance Mashers, the Spurs, Floyd's
Oct. 9 when the Savage JVr., Machine and the E and M
conquered Centrol's Wildcat JVs Animals. league play began Oct.
The Ea tern Women 's " A " volley16. Each team will play a double
in an 18-13 duel that saw EWSC
ball sq~ad opens its 1972 season
round-robin to decide this year's
come from behind on the
Soturd'i'y , ploying host to other
strength of Curtis' short passing "Queen" of Powder.
Pine L'*1gue schools In an all-day
game.
tournament.

Dave Curtis

Frosh Starters_Make_Grade
BY BUTCH BROWN
The 1972 edition of Savage
footballers features three starting freshmen, a very creditable
accomplishment to today's college football ranks.
The road to a starting position is
often full of obstacles for
freshman candidates. Inexperience, lesser ability and on
overall lack of college-level
football experience generally
plague the first-year men.

Opponents trying to crack the
left side of the line ore usually
met by defensive end Keck, all
225 poun'd s of him meshed into
a 6 feet 6 frame. Obviously, his
greatest otfribute is physical
strength. Massengale feels that
Keck is improving every week
and hos the potential to develop
into one of the best defensive
football players on the Northwest college scene. Keck hails
from Monroe, graduating in
1967.
NO RELATION

Biff Jones, Mike Keck and Larry
Massengale hove traveled that
·road and made it. Cooch John
Massengale hos a great deal of
praise for the trio.
PRAISE GIVEN

"These fellows hove done a real
fine job for us. Each has shown a
lot of potential and I look for fine
things to come in the future from
these men ," Massengale remarked.

Los Angeles is home for center
lorry Massengale, no relation to
the coach. A 1972 graduate,
Massengale hos done such a fine
job that Jim Bryant, a two-year
letterman center, was able to
move to guard for added
strength in the offensive line.
Massengale is 6 feet 2 and tips
the scales at 190 pounds.
Another distinction for him is
being the only black on the first
unit.

SPECIALS!
-

I•

49C CHAPSTICK - 29e
1.39 DR1STAN-24's - 89t
- - !11.--0JLllN
1
GAY- ~ l% OZ • • 79 ~

OWL

PHARMACY
120 F ST.

Ph. 23S-4100

think " i door." One approach is
co-ed I tramurol volleyball. After you', e thought about it, act,
becaus~ the entry deadline is
Oct. 20,
.

1

'A' Volleyball

Squad Opens

The ,ECJsterher, -J-hura... Oct ...

.1,..1.9,7..2, .

P.age eleyen

--Whentbis 25-year-old researcher
wanted to investigate a possible cancer treatment,
we gave him the go-ahead.
We also gave him the right to fail.
At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim
nology, and gave him the go-ahead. He l;milt two half-billion
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has donated to the
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has felt
National Institute of Health.
the prC'c;sure of modem technology and the need for young,
The lasers proved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but
fresh thl1'1cing. So we hire the best talent we possibly can,
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser
and then give .t hem as much responsibility as they can ban- technology because we have n stake in business. We let a
young researcher help the medical community look for a
die. Whatever their age.
We have departments and divisions, like any company.
means of cancer treatment because we have a stake in the
What we don't have are preconceived ideas about how an
future of mankind.
'lb put it another way, we're in business to make a
expert scientist's time should be spent. So when we received
a request_ from the medical community for assistance in ex- profit. But in furthering our own needs, we have often fur·=e..-------'-theretl-society1s.---After-a-H,-ou-r-businesS-depends-Oll,_Q..........__.,,,,........._·______________
perimenting with lasers-as a possible cancer treatment-;-w
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll, who is deep in laser tech- ety. So we care what happens to it.

NI

Kodak

More than a business.

ti'
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Lila And The Lonesome Valley
by LtH>n Bowsky
Right now I'm sitting on a bench; Clobber him, that slant-eyed
call it a bus stop, waiting for a one! On its head. We human;
ride to Cheney. All I see as:e- they its. Give it some "white"
things. Lots of them. A Banner rice if it surrenders. We can
fuel truck ; three people hitching afford it. We got the bucks. If it
to California, Yakima,' and the don't meet us half way; hit it
harder. Kill it. 'Nuff here for
South Hill.
everybody; and by god, we're
Next to me in lipstick, eating a 3 gonna make it so.
Musketeer candy bar, black
leather boots, is Miss Teenage
Spokane. 20 zillion cars just
zoomed by, wind blowing Safeway garbage across Maple
street. 20 zillion more cars.
Lucille from Continuation looks
at my scribbling, says what you
do, keep tabs on everywhere you
go. I say no, I'm a writer at times.
Bus comes, she leaves, I'm still
writing. Miss her already.

. t'

See them stars, son, lots of them.
Lots of space between them. Big
ones (whoeee) big ones. little
ones; zillions to a microspeck.
One truth governs all with love.
The way our center peoples,
other life forms change, interact,
life breasting life to produce life.
("Oh my God, am I here all
alone")
It's continuous, forever, eternalooh, can not stand it, got to hide.
Ugh, can't take it; it ain't r:ight,
got to change it. We're divine;
we can create ; let us see!

By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Narrow Waterway
7. Mongolian Tribe
12. Harem
14. Peaceful
16. Short Saying
17. Surroundings
18. Depre-ssion
19. Chopped Down
21. Against {abbr.)
22. Looks At
23. Greek Giant
24. Constrictors
26. Soviet Division
27.
Plan (1924)
28. European Capital
29. Indian Seaport
30. Fuse Together Again
31. Three-legged Stand
JJ. Geometric Angl e
J4. Race Horse Type
35.. _Veget a ble
36. Pai rie s
37. Understand
38. Check
41. Prevaricate s
42. Recipie nt of Money
4J. Huntz _
44. German Pronoun
45. Lande d Estate
46. ·Mr. Christian•
47. Causing Vomit i ng
50. Lending at High Rates
52. Strauss _Opera
53. Legislators
54. French City
55. Death

What???
THERE'S A WAY OUT OF THIS
STORY. JOY. JOY. JOY.
look up!
It has often been said that
"Astrology is the key that opens
the doors to al I occu It knowledge." Astrology is progressing
all the time. The underlying
principles are always the same
but the plane of action is
constantly changing. Love is life.
1

2

J

4

s

Where does the occult de rive its
significance. The " midnight" sci-,
ence is navigable when one .
unde rstands the "Art of Dying."
The "secret"----rebirth, r e-generat ion, re-creat ion. Life giving
for life to become life. Joy I God ·
loves us. As sure ly as all
dissolves into "dust"; " dust" ·
restores all. Cycles of growth.
Astrology is the acceptance of
cycles and growth. The Sun
tcansits the heavens every
25,920 years ; that's its cycle. A
grown man breathes approximately 18 times a minute, or
25,920 times o day; that'~ our
cycle. It's no coincidence. Every
-circle has a center. There are no
accidents. There is universal law.
There is love.
Astrological interpretations are
based on the transit of the sun
and the planets arovnd the
celestial vault. The same laws
that govern these holy bodies,
("as it is in heaven" ), are the

6·

8

9

10

Tim Crabb

D

LEGISLATIVE POSITION f2
Ja n Ekstedt
Fred Jones

A ct ivity means health. Inactivity,
disease. Life Is a circle , an
embrace, love. The power to do
any one thing depe nds not only
on doing it, but continuing the
undertaking. We are eternal
when oppositions are joined and
the circle pulls to tho center. We
grow.
We easily see the rain fall from
the cloud but we do not see it as •
it completes the cycle in resisting
Life needs o strong currf,nt to gravity , ~~_t~ rning upward to -----·-·
breast gravity, the 'foll". e t n- further life. This approac
is
argy;- that in overcoming, It may what has been called the occult.
continue to be life. Strength Life is change. My purpose is to
comes from conflict. The promise be alive and to survive--for you.
of two worlds are only "to him
We call this the "way". There are
that overcometh."
as many ways as there are souls,
as there ore individual horoThe moral purpose of the
scopes, as there are sparks
universe is to develop life. This is
flying from the Godhead. And all
our center. It is healthy to look
up to heaven as this tokes effo.r t . Is one.

15 .

18

DENNIS A. BRANDT

22

for

2

EWSC Legislature Position No. 3

27. C}\eats

J2Q.!r!

1. British-Indian So~diera

2.- L&gal Term

) . Prices

4. Turkish Title• Var.
5.
de Pr a nce
6. - Cheapska te
7. Famous Square

a. Dry
Avi v
9.

10. Black Cuckoo
. 11. English Abbey
12. Bank Items

1J. Hreakfast Di sh

15. Swore ( s lang)

20. Existed
2). Brother of Mos es

24. Cries
25. Pointed Arch

LEGISLATIVE POSITIO N 13
De nnis A . Brandt
J im Wa llingford

Dianne Kidney Cl

and all effor t brings r esults.
Individual effort is the ind ispensable purpose in life. " Don 't
follow leader s,· watch the parking meters."

11

An1wen pg. "'

D
D

LEGISLATIVE POSITION 14

c:.

Wa yne Boulac

Cl

Fronk C . Ma rksman D

Cl

EXPERIENCE

28. Weighty
29. Aspects
J O. ~canterbury" Stor yteller
Jl. Charm
)2. Spli t
JJ. Turned Baokward
34. Pighta
JS. Southern St reams
Jacinto
37.
J8. Prohibitions
39. Entice
40. Wish Well to
42. Steps
4J. West Indies Country
45. Imitate
46, Unit of Weight
48. Biblical Priest
49. Pie lding Chara cter
5 1 , French Numbe r

OCTOBER 211, 1972
LEGISLATIVE POSITI O N f 1

same lows that gove rn all life,
("so be it on earth"). The Bible is
full of a strological inte rpretation, as are all major r eligious
belief s. All true esoteric work is
based on one t ruth--the oneness
of life.
Ther e is nothing In the occult that
can be inte rpreted as off irming a
separation from that oneness.
How does the intellect grasp the
truth as it seemingly races to
certain annihilation--growth, maturity, old age, death. The earth
draws down--but the sun calls
from the sky.

LEGISLATIVE. POSITION 15
J im ~e
D
Bob Thorson CJ
LEGISLATIVE POSITIO N lg
Mark Lobdel I

Cl

Bruce D. Van Fossen D

REFERENDUM
The Associated Students are proposing that beflr be sold in the PUB. Do you favor such a proposal? Yes D

No D

- - - -· OPINION QUESTIONS

1. Student Employ•, $tuclent Acc:ounti119.
2. Ex-chairman, Student Publication Commlu ion.
3. lnteNtt in Student Welfare.
4. CIOH contact with Student Govemment.

"Don't Rave and Rant, Vote fo~ Brandt''

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

If you anawerocf ··ve," to the above, are you f tN:j up
8
r~~e ;::a a::d AJ:~~~.~~~h~~u~ra~- ~ n':.'e°d~~
Onasal1· N1archo1-Hughe17 II so. you may be lntoreated to know that lhere f1 now available a quick
elfectlve thUrapv tor these and oO,er annoyance,
lhe N111onal L1mpaon. A monlhly magulne ot
adull humor and aatfro the Na11onal Lampoon com·
b1nea 1magin111on wllh wll lo prOduct II unique and

"f

1

• No,mal Aockwall'a Erolic Eng,avlng,
• The Love Leue,. ol Arlatolle Onasala
• An Exciualve tn1enr1ew whh Howard Hughes
, The Moat To1tele11 Sto,y Ever Told
• The Mo11 Tasterou lllustrallon Eve, P11ntee1
, The Day Jim Bishop was Shol
• Mondo Perva110 Magazine
• The Kuku Su1,a
, The Rlchatd Bu11on 4 Liz Taylor Olli CaUll<>ou•
• Mra Agnew ·a Ol11y
•
, The Naked Lady; Afl or Porno?
, BIUHe Mag111ne Fashion Tips 10, Mutants
• 11 Nixon Doad7

tu7r~o':: ~:~in:irendy 1ub1c1ibed 10 Iha Nallonal
(These questions are to be used only to gauge student opinion)
L1mpa0fl. you would have enjoyed inlerHllng And
ln to,mallwe arlitlea
1 . This year, because of financial difficulty, a 50¢ student charge was established for athletic events .
• Tne David and Julie Eisenhower True Love
Romance Comic Book
Do you favor this proposal? Yes D
No CJ
and 11ve1 A one-year ( 12111ueaJ sub1c,lp11on a1
Along wllh Ame,lca ·s flne11 humorltfl Iha
2. At a recent worksh<>p, one suggestion made was that the school year begin and end earlier.
'
only $5 95 uvea you over 53 oil lhe nowu1ana
Nat1on,1 Lampoon con1aln1 tha work Ol the world 1
prlcn lwo- and 1n,eo-yea1 suoec11p11on1 save you
bell ca11oon1111, cloveresl 1111r1ca1 illu11ta1011 one!
Do you favor this proposal? Yes D
No D.
mosl ,mag1nollve phot<>grapne,a- oil o,cne11101ea
even more ana enr,1le you 10 a tree gill aroum
by me samo A,1 Ohecro, ,espon1ID1a lor 1ne design
FIii ou1Iha accoml)l,lnyong cara GM sena II along
3. At a recent workshop, one suggestion made was that the $6. 00 student athletic pass be lowered to $5. 00.
011he Enu,e S1a1e Building. the t957 Plymoum ana
won you, check 01 money o,dc• 1oday II I choepc,
1oan 15 minu101 w11n a ahrmk•
Manna Mnchell a 1p,1ng wardrobe I
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4. A proposal under discussion isttk:l.t students payTor only the meals that they eat, at Towanka, rather than
for all the meals offered during the quarter, as it is presently done. Do you favor such a proposal?
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5. A proposa I to cnarge students a nominal fee (up to 50¢) for social activities was discussed at a recent
rtctlwt ..... IPOCIII ,wco,d ~·~um "'"'you,'"" lllut.
workshop, so that more funds would be available to expand programs offered by A.S .
THE
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